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Presentation Notes
Good morning and welcome to our business case development webinar. My name is Martijn Gough and I’ll be your host today. Aither are really pleased to be hosting you all virtually – we have had a really good response to the webinar and it’s great to see the turn out and the interest in this topic. Before we get started I’ll introduce myself properly and give Rod a chance to introduce himself and then I will outline the agenda for the session
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MartijnI’m a public policy specialist and an economistOver the last 13 years I’ve worked on policy and reform with Victorian Treasury, the United Nations and local government. For the past 5 years I’ve led Aither’s Resilience and Adaptation advisory service. In each of these roles I’ve either been reviewing business cases or developing them.This experience had taught me that to effectively address the issues we all care about we need to – be really clear of what we want to achieve, bring all our stakeholders along behind that vision and apply the right tools to make sure the actions and investments we select are the right ones to get us our outcomes. I’m looking forward to sharing some of these insights with you all today – they’re all highly relevant to business casesRodI started my career with the QLD and Australian Government's working in public policy. Over the last decade, I have worked exlcusively in economic approasial and business case development in the water and transport sectors. Alongside our team, many of whom are on the call today, we work closely with infrastructure advisory bodies, governments and utilities. As a team, we are passioante about working with our clients to improve business cases ao that we can inform better decision makingThe business case teamWe’ve also got some other faces on the slide – this is our broader business case development team. Most of them are on the line and will be jumping into the Q&A session – I’ll definitely be throwing to them, especially if there are tricky questions
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About Aither

Maximising shared 
value not just 
shareholder value

Economics Strategy Policy Performanc
e

Water Policy & Management 
Australia

Water Policy & Management 
International

Water Utilities & Infrastructure

Water Markets

Resilience & Adaptation

Services

Five consulting areas

Aither’s purpose is to 
help governments and 
businesses make better 
decisions about 
globally significant 
issues.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those not familiar with AitherWe are a policy, strategy and economics consulting company – we focus on water, natural resource management, resilience and adaptation. �We are purpose driven, we are a B-Corp, and we aim to make a difference to globally significant issues. We apply our skills and services across policy analysis, strategy, economic modelling and of course business case development– we work with clients in the private sector as well as governments of all levels.�Regardless of who we are working with and what service we are delivering – it all has the same focus. To help our clients Make better decisions�Within the context of climate change -  IPCC - Making better decisions, even making small changes, can generate enormous benefits and avoid costly mistakes.Business cases are a key component of government decision-making - the very process is designed to help make better decisions
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Agenda

1. Introductions

2. The purpose of a business case

3. Practical principles

• Strategy driven process

• Relationships matter

• Fit-for-purpose analysis and tools

4. Tips

5. Q&A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This webinar is all about sharing insights from our experience developing business cases for government Good BC are the foundation of good policy and programs - everyone who works in government at some stage will need to develop a business case to get funding for what they really care about But business cases can be challenging – and often frustrating and stressful processes – take more time and effort than expected and sometime than required. Challenges can be varied – they may arise from the expectations set by decision makers - which may be ambitious with respect to timelines and outcomeOther challenges include navigating business case templates and guidelines, building an evidence base and articulating the need and benefits of what you are asking for in a really compelling way Today we will discuss three key principles, and approaches, and practical examples and tips, to support you develop your next business case – and help mitigate some of the common challenges and stressWe will leave enough time for Q&A at the endFirst up I’ll briefly run over the purpose of a business case Before we jump into it it’d be great to know who we have here
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start us off we’ll just run a quick pollWhat sector? Water, emergency management, transport, natural resource management, other



The purpose of a business case

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay – let’s get into the contentFirstly why do we need a business case
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Key purpose - provide decision-makers with confidence to make an investment 

A business case can provide decision makers with confidence:

• a problem exists that government needs to address

• the proposed option:
– is the best option to address the problem

– delivers net benefits

– aligned with government policy and commitments
– can be delivered effectively and efficiently

Business case purpose
Making better decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key purpose of a business case is to provide decision-makers with confidence to make an investment – They need to have the information and evidence to direct public funding into this particular investmentBut depending on the type of investment and the specific needs of the audience – the focus of a business case may changeTypically a business case needs to include the following elements - Not surprisingly these elements also directly relate most business case templatesThe first is being clear a problem exists – that needs to be addressed and needs to be addressed now - its important to focus on the specific cause of the problem, not the symptoms. For example bushfire risk may be increasing – but there may be a number of causes – community preparedness and understanding of risk, our knowledge of how fire behaves in more extreme conditions or the ability for agencies to coordinate response. You need to be clear on the cause you are addressing with your investment – so it’s clear what you are targeting – especially if it’s not all these issuesThe other key questions is even if there is a problem - should government solve it Option The rest of the business case is focussed on defining the most appropriate option to address the problemSo what is the best option to deliver benefits – not just about comparing similar options either– need to demonstrate you’ve compared different strategies. From an emergency management or adaptation perspective you may not just want to compare protection or response measure – need to compare other options that reduce consequence and risk – like community preparedness and insurance. I believe it’s always better to raise an option in a business case, for the purpose of showing why it’s not feasible, rather than ignoring it – the last thing you want is a decision-maker wondering about a response approach that is not in the business case – because it raises doubt – and doubt reduces confidence. You need to demonstrate the benefits delivered are likely to outweigh the costs of the investment – Rod will address this laterImportantly the options must align with government policy and priorities – you can have the most optimal option, but if it’s not aligned it’s not going to get throughFinally you must demonstrate the option can be delivered effectively and efficiently – this is often seen as something that larger projects may need to demonstrate – because they are very complex (ICT)– or so large they may affect the cost or availability of inputs. But I undertook a business case for lapsing funding where the prior business case was only given 2 years, instead of 4 years funding – this was because Treasury didn’t have confidence the two agencies that submitted the business case could work together effectively. The focus of these business case elements may need to be different depending on the investment and the audienceSmaller business cases may not need to do as in-depth options assessment or economic analysis Your internal executive may not need to see as much detail on the problem if it’s core businessNow over to Rod – discuss our first principle



Practical principles
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A robust, logical process is critical 
Stick to the process, even if there is a preferred option

A compelling business case is supported by sound logic and process:
• Define your need or case for change (problems and opportunities)

• Identify and iteratively assess your options to meet the need (sieving 
exercise)

• Select your preferred options and undertake detailed analysis

We know what we want to do – so we can skip some steps... can't we?

Good process (even when you have a preferred option) will often avoid 
rework later and allows you to identify combinations or staging of 
options to better meet the service need and make better decisions for 
the community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks Martijn, our first principle is to ensure you have a robust process supporting your business case – even when you have a preferred option in mindWhat does a robust process mean? It means, as Martijn discussed, clearly identifying at the outset, what problems or opportunities we are trying to resolve or realise respectively, and then identifying, and assessing the options to address the problems or realise the opportunities. Using the right analytical tools, which I will discuss shortly, options identification and assessment is essentially a sieving process – done well – it will uncover the best options to assess in detail Now that process applies in a perfect worldAS we know, we don't always operate in a perfect world and sometimes, as business case professionals, we are asked to prepare a business case for one preferred optionIn this scenario, the temptation is to skip the options assessmentHowever, the benefits of maintaining a robust process is that your business case will better withstand scrutiny should priorities change. You may also find that a combination of options or staging options can better address the problem or realise the opportunity – where this is the case, we are able to recommend the preferred option 2.0 - with add ons that maximise community and customer welfare and outcomes – it’s a win – win and can only occur if we stick to the process  Using the right analytical tools for each stage of the process which you can think of as a sieving approach, optioneering is designed to arrive at the  best options to take through to the business case to assess in detail (I will come back to the sieving idea)Once you have a short-list of options you are ready to undertake the detailed economic, commercial and deliverability analysis as part of the business case
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Relationships matter
A focus on audience needs

Targeting audience needs increases likelihood of business case success

• Internal decision-makers – executives, finance managers and delivery partners

• External decision-makers – Funding agencies (Treasury, “I” bodies) 

• Knowledge holders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Targeting audience needs increases likelihood of business case success. But it can also save time, effort and stress. Engaging early allows a better understanding of needs The ultimate target of a business case is the beneficiary of the investment – the community or the environment or industry. Business cases should be seeking to identify options that maximise benefits. Engagement with the community, is a great way to understand what they, if they are the beneficiary, value and help shape investment options. Rod recently led a stormwater overflow investment business case where a benefits mapping exercise was undertaken to understand what the community valued most – this changed the investment option to one that focused more on the recreational amenity benefits of rehabilitating a creek to manage stormwater because that’s what the community said they valued most - it was also less costly than the traditional engineering solution. If you can engage early – it give you a great opportunity to tailor options. In reality – business cases often have constrained timelines – but relationship still matter – you will need to tailor you engagement to be practical given your timeline, but don’t give up – how you engage can ranges from a few key phone calls and meetings to stakeholder workshops and community engagement. It is still important to understand needs of decision-makers and stakeholders These needs are going to be different – it may be something an executive specifically wants to see in the business case, or language they want to see – or where your finance department may want more evidence on benefits and costs. External decision-makers also have specific needs – they can provide interpretations of their templates and guidelines or what they are focussed on for your type of investment. If you can it’s important to get to know your treasury contacts. Gov’t departments are often cautious of engaging with treasury – having worked there myself they typically want the same thing as you – improved outcomes for the community, the environment and the economy – they just have a different way of approaching it – so important to understand their needs. It’s better to hear early on that the approach you are taking or your evidence or focus is not quite right – it’ll save you time and effort overallThis goes for all external decision-makers – I recently completed a business case for the NSW government. It was seeking funding from the commonwealth – a lot of decision makers to please. There were tight timelines – in the past the Commonwealth and State had not always agreed on the focus of this type of investment. We knew getting the narrative spot on was going to be necessary to satisfy both parties. Therefore the decision was made early on to bring the Commonwealth into the process – we invited them to all our drafting workshops about each section of the business case, this did partly help shape the final investment, but more importantly it helped shape the narrative that the commonwealth needed to see, to convince decision-makers at the highest level. This led to a smoother process, a better outcome, and saved spending extra time and effort on redrafting - which the timelines of the business case didn’t allow for. Final point is – engage you knowledge holders. They may not be decision-makers – but they could help provide evidence and input that can help shape options and narrative. They may also be the ones implementing the investment – so engaging them helps ensure what your proposing is feasible and it also builds buy-in to the investment for when you need to implement 
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Fit-for-purpose analysis and tools at each step of the process
Options assessment is an iterative process

Right analytical tool for each step in 
the process

Like gold mining – we want to 
iteratively sieve the options to arrive at 
the most valuable options

Rapid-CBA quantifies the most material 
costs and benefits using early-stage 
data

Rapid-CBA is an under-utilised tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best business cases are underpinned by clear logic, sound process and the right analytical tools at each step in the processI mentioned earlier that options identification and assessment can be thought of as a sieving processStarting with a long list of options mapped to our investment need, we can apply, as the blue section of the diagram describes, simpler approaches such as ILM and multi criteria analysis to sieve out the options that don't meaningfully contribute to our need, cost too much relative to the additional service capacity they provide or have regulatory or other fatal flawsMulti criteria analysis serves a purpose but it is inherently self selectingRapid-CBA is an excellent, under-utilised tool to assess the shorter list of options that we're left with after we've applied MCA. Rapid-CBA by definition, quantifies the most material costs and benefits using early stage cost and benefit input dataThere are five main benefits of applying Rapid-CBA early on:1. Build understanding across the disciplines on the nature and format of the technical input data that is required to inform more detailed economic analysis at the next stage2.  Start to build your economics tool early which means you're better placed once you move to detailed analysis3. Rule out options that are clearly not going to perform well once you move to detailed economic analysis – saving time and money4. Get an early picture of what options might package well together to maximise benefits5. Our options assessment process is better placed to withstand external assurance scrutiny Rapid-CBA takes a bit more work up-front compared to MCA but it is worth doing it and hopefully it will save you time, money and assurance headaches down the track  
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Monte carlo analysis
Allows us to vary multiple assumptions at once over thousands of possible futures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we have a shortlist of options, we're ready to move to the detailed analysis. For the economics, we are big advocates of Monte Carlo analysis There are a range of reasons for this, but the key reason is because I haven't met an economist, demand forecaster or anyone for that matter that can accurately forecast the future As economists and business case developers, we have to model the future.We do so by making informed assumptions but the reality is, the only thing we can be absolutely certain of, is that the actual benefits relative to costs will not be identical to our forecasts Monte Carlo analysis allows us to vary uncertain assumptions or input paramaters at the same time and is therefore a much better way to account for uncertainty probabilisticallyWhile Monte Carlo analysis is used extensively in cost estimation, it is an underutilised, and relatively simple tool to improve economic analysisIn addition to explicitly acknoweldging and accounting for our inability to predict the future, a key advantage of Monte carlo analysis is that it allows us to present results probabilisticallyThe diagram example shows that in this hypothetical option, we are 88 per cent confident that the option will deliver a BCR of one or more – a net benefit to societyPresenting your results like this is a really intuitive way to account for and communicate the uncertainty that is inherent in all business cases – the added bonus is that decision makers can relate to it easily 
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Some other tips for successful business case
Keep these in mind to save you time, money and improve your business case

Make sure your base and project cases are correctly defined before we charge off and do the technical 
analysis – check with external reviewers

If you're getting external assistance, make sure your consultant's hand over the economic and financial 
models

Bring your economics and financial advisors in early – the technical cost, demand and outcomes data are 
inputs to the economic and financial analysis

Sense check your demand assumptions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, some other quick tips to save you time, money and headaches, informed by our experience developing and reviewing business cases:Ensure your base and project cases are correctly defined before starting your technical analysis. We often see incorrectly defined base cases. If you don't get this right, your technical data and analysis will need to be rerun – you can check with external reviewers to ensure the base case and project cases are correctly definedIf you're getting external assistance - make sure your consultant's provide the economic and financial models – it promotes transparency, simplifies peer review processes and improves decision makingBring your economics and financial advisors in early – the cost, demand and service outcomes data are inputs to the economic and financial analysis – the technical input data needs to align with your economics and financial methodology - getting each discipline aligned early will save you time, rework and money down the track – economics advisors also understand business case process and can add value as a peer reviewer early on Lastly, always sense check and ground truth your demand assumptions. There are infamous examples of transport projects in smaller cities where assumed daily traffic demand was close to traffic demand on the Sydney Harbour Bridge – a few simple, real world checks will improve the credibility of your business case
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What are you most interested in learning more about?
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Some other tips for successful business case
abc

Make sure our base case is correctly defined

Project management and sequencing inputs from across disciplines for a smooth process

Data collection and format tailored to economic and financial analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve faced all these challenges. We’ve know that robust analysis is really important – there is no substitute for good analysis. This doesn’t mean a detailed analysis is required at all time – it need to be proportional and fit for purpose. But it needs to be robust and stand up to scrutiny. What we know however is that – if you want to build trust and confidence in your analysis – and therefore influence decision making, robust analysis is the foundation but communication and engagement are equally important.We’ve summarised these lessons in 5 principles. When I say communication. Yes communication of the final analysis and report is important. Some people will not be able to engage until then – all these principles still apply. BUT they will be more effective if you can embedded them in the process. Firstly – it’s vital to getClarity and agreement on the purpose of the assessmentDifferent stakeholders often have very different expectations of what will (and can be) achieved from an analysis. Defining the purpose and scope is vital for aligning these expectations. Are we trying to make a specific and definitive investment decision (a for m of coastal protection, in a location) or a strategic assessment. It’s also important for many coastal assessments where data may be limited –here it’s vital to have the conversation with coastal engineers, planners and so on early on – gain some clarity on what is possible to model or what assumptions can be made with any confidence – then we can be clear with stakeholders early on regarding possible limitations and the scope of an analysis. This means there are no surprisesClearly outline all the benefitsThis seems pretty obvious. However, it’s important to acknowledge all the benefits – even if some of them don’t appear to be that material or are going to be very difficult to quantify. If stakeholders don’t see the benefits they care about included in the analysis (even if they are demonstrated to be small) there is a risk they ignore the entire results. This is particularly important for coastal adaptation analysis, as many of the benefits such as recreation, amenity, and environmental protection can be highly valued by the community but can sometimes be difficult to quantify – or may be highly valued by only a small number of peopleIdentify and include all the costs of action and inactionI won’t detail this one as Sarah will cover it in her sectionTransparently outline all assumptionsProbably one of the key factors affecting trust is assumptions in economic analysis. Like I mentioned before quantifying all the costs and benefits of adaptation investments may be challenging due to limited data and the availability of non-market values. Assumptions are often used to support or supplement data limitations. However, assumptions must be clearly documented and validated by local experts to ensure that analysis is understood and supported. Local experts can often validate data and how it is applied, but even if they can’t, having the conversation alone can also build trust and understanding.For example we did an analysis of adaptation options for Maroochydore beach on the sunshine coast. We knew that the beach generate a lot of value – for local amenity, from tourism, and from large surf lifesaving events. To help understand the benefits of sand nourishment and delaying building a sea wall we needed to understand how the values associated with the beach change with the condition of the beach.  There are two caravan parks and two lifesaving clubs along the length of the beach. We went and spoke to them. It is the first time I’ve had a meeting where an attendee arrived on ride on lawn mower. AND We got some really valuable information about how changes in the beach affect visitation and the ability to host events. The surf lifesaving club also had some good historical data on visitation – we could validate some assumptions. But also we could tell stakeholders we’d tested our assumptions with locals – were getting a more robust analysis and building trustAcknowledge risk, uncertainty, and limitationsThere will inevitably be risks, uncertainty and limitations to any economic analysis. Acknowledging these risks and limitations, and being really transparent about them, provides assurance that they have been considered in any recommendations. Often an assessment will only be a first step in an adaptation planning process. Analysis can be updated and improved over time and this can focus on reducing risks or limitations if these have been clearly identified and communicated. Combined with sensitivity analysis – where key values are increased or decreased – we can get an understanding of the factors that have the greatest influence on the outcome of an analysis and if these values are uncertain – that’s where attention needs to be focussed.Sarah is going to now cover some more specific insights into actual analysis of adaptation options
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